
  Vision  Change Imperative

The State’s server virtualization rate is above average at 60%.  However, 
there are numerous virtualization platforms operated independently. This 
and other decentralized technology approaches, limit the State’s ability to 
obtain cost efficiencies  organizations typically achieve by investing in 
leading edge technology. ISB data center floor space is well utilized at 81%, 
though Statewide facilities can be better utilized by consolidating data 
centers, rack space and moving existing systems to cloud platforms. The 
price point for LAN access is less than industry average, as is the cost per 
mailbox. The State has strong technology foundations on which to build a 
leading edge IT environment. 

Louisiana has a very limited and immature IT governance structure. IT 
decisions are made operationally and primarily by IT providers with little 
engagement from the end users. Some agencies have their own governance 
structures and processes. OIT enabling legislation creates certain IT 
governance bodies, but they are either ineffective or inactive. Effective State 
IT organizations have active governance, with clearly delineated authority 
and responsibilities and a mix of IT and agency business participants.

Louisiana’s talent challenges stem from limited resources due to years of 
staff reductions, risks of a brain drain due to a large number of retirement 
eligible workers, and a heavy reliance on staff augmentation contractors to 
fill skill gaps. Spend on IT training is significantly under benchmark; staff are 
not keeping pace with the speed of technology innovation. To meet the 
demands of a rapidly changing IT environment, the State needs a 
comprehensive human capital management approach to build a pipeline of 
talent, and grow and retain staff.

Key Roles and Responsibilities    

· Technology Governance Board: Drive technology strategy and innovation through 
enterprise architecture and standards to support effective use of and investment in technology 

· Data Governance Board: Provide guidance and recommendations on how the State should 
govern and manage data and systems to improve service delivery and policy-making

· Enterprise Security Board: Develop information security and privacy standards and policies 
in coordination with Federal, State, and other authorities to protect information and technology 

· Enterprise IT Service Board: Guide the portfolio of IT services, service levels, and 
development of chargeback rates and customer engagement

The current decentralized funding and purchasing model results in limited 
coordination, high supplier fragmentation, and reduced spend visibility. 
Louisiana does not have transparency into true service costs. Significant 
time gaps between when rates are forecasted and when actual costs are 
incurred make planning and rate setting a challenge. Creating a more 
holistic approach to IT financial management with central authority can 
streamline purchases, achieve economies of scale, allow for rationalization 
of supply base, and enhance the State’s ability to make strategic and shared 
investments.

IT Human Capital

IT Finance

Currently, Louisiana’s IT environment is primarily, with more than 15 agencies and 3 central IT groups. The lack of central direction has led to duplicative investments and siloed technology. 

   From Today to Tomorrow:  Key Gaps to Close    Future State Approach to Close the Gaps and Achieve the Vision

The future state organizational structure is designed based on exploration of thirteen elements common in IT organizational design. 

The IT organization is structured to be modular and mature over time to help to drive continual transformation.  

The Big Picture

Current IT Landscape

Louisiana’s IT environment is too complex, too expensive to maintain, and 

increasingly difficult to secure. 

IT Consolidation Framework

The IT Consolidation Framework communicates key elements of successful 

IT services planning and delivery. 

Efficiencies from IT consolidation will enable key reinvestments in a unified 

IT workforce, consolidated infrastructure, and higher quality services 

supported by effective governance and IT operations. 

Future State Structural ElementsKey Attributes

· … a citizen could pay taxes, check status of benefits claims and 

find information on road closures all through a single web portal 

with consistent look, feel, and user experience

· … State employees all had the same basic office tools to 

support every-day work tasks and could sign into State systems 

with one user name and password

· … there was a unified IT help desk with industry standard 

processes providing service consistently to all agencies 

· … Agencies could share information, and improve their ability to 

provide services holistically to the same individual across 

programs  

Imagine if… 

Alignment with Industry Leading Practices

Current State Summary

State of Louisiana IT Consolidation Roadmap 

Finance Model

Human Capital Management 

Technology

· State IT Direction: Join other states that have consolidated 

to become IT service leaders   

· Operating Efficiency: Build a more efficient IT operation 

with costs of 5% to 15% less than before consolidation 

· Process Standards: Adopt leading practices such as the 

Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) to enable 

high quality and efficient service delivery

· Technology Innovation: Drive change and enhance agility 

through cloud and managed services 

· Workforce Management: Use industry standard job 

functions and a comprehensive training program to keep the 

workforce in-line with IT industry direction  

· Strategic Sourcing: Procure IT strategically through a 

comprehensive sourcing strategy to increase economies of 

scale and standardization

Key Roles and Responsibilities

· Operations: Operates as an Internal Service Fund ancillary agency with consolidated 
general fund IT spending

· Chargeback: Funded primarily through chargeback and supported by enhanced modeling 
analytics and IT finance capabilities for rate setting and cost allocation 

· IT Procurement: Centralized controls for IT purchasing, strengthened sourcing and 
procurement; standards and enterprise-wide contracts help to buy IT more strategically

· Budgeting and Planning: Increase transparency into IT spend by consolidating all IT 
budgets and reduce use of delegated authority and inter-agency transfers over time

Key Characteristics

· Recruiting and Hiring: Build comprehensive and centralized recruiting and onboarding 
programs 

· Training: Develop a short-term program to address current state skills gaps and a long-term 
program to support ongoing needs with online, self-directed, and in-person training

· Career Paths and Deployment: Industry standard job families and functions; new 
deployment models and ways of working to match changing workforce needs

· Performance Management and Rewards: New approach to performance management 
that engages staff, distinguishes high and low performers, and links performance to rewards

For discussion purposes only

Strategic functions

Strategic planning and definitions/innovations

Research, policy development, and enforcement

IT investment governance and budgeting (including grants management)

Agency planning and oversight

Security, risk management, and compliance

Talent, performance, and organization change management

Relationship management

Customer and business partner rel. 

management

Media and   legislative affairs

Business requirements development

Business case development

Transparency and accountability

IT Administrative support functions

Records management/e-discovery

Program and project  management

Program/resource management

Contract and vendor   management

Project management

Methodology

Release planning and management

Architecture and infrastructure 

management

Enterprise Architecture and shared 

services

Data management and governance

Unified comm. network and radio 

infrastructure

Infrastructure operations

Security architecture

Solution delivery and support

Innovations//mobility

Solutions development

Solution QA, testing and 

deployment

Portfolio management

Solution maintenance

HR performance 

development and mgmt.

Budget/financial 

management

Procurement and 

accounts payable

Physical asset 

management
Facilities management

COOP/COG planning 

and operations

IT Operating Model

Key Characteristics

· Plan: Establishes standards and architecture, and drives strategy and direction for IT 

· Build: Develops services and systems and develops the overall IT portfolio 

· Transition: Supports service transition with change and knowledge management, and QA

· Run: Drives service level management and operations, responds to requests and 
incidents, resolves problems and enables continuous improvement 

· Manage and Control: Manages services, systems, risks, human resources, and finances

· Manage Vendor Relationships: Manages vendors, contracts, sourcing, and procurement

· Manage Customer Relationships: Engages with and addresses agency needs 

The State’s use of IT processes varies. Some processes are fully implemented 
while  other processes are informal or ad-hoc.  Disaster recovery plans are 
in-place for most agencies, but each agency has their own contract and 
approach.  Few departments have enterprise architecture functions.  There 
is no unifying technical architecture. The State does not have a common 
process framework in use for service or portfolio management. Different 
agencies have different levels of process maturity.  Leading edge 
organizations support IT infrastructure and operations with clear and 
repeatable processes, on which all IT service providers are trained.

IT Process

Agency 

Relationship 

Management 

EPMO/ Portfolio 

Steering

State CIO

Technology 

Governance 

Board

Data 

Governance 

Board

Information 

Security 

Governance 

Board

Customer 

Relationship 
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Service 
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Enterprise IT Services Board

Operational Groups

End Users

Enterprise-Wide Strategy

IT Services and                       

Programs Direction Setting  

Project and Service Delivery

· There are four different orientations an IT 

organization can have. Different orientations have 

different advantages and disadvantages

· The proposed model primarily incorporates two of the 

orientations, and will evolve in three stages as the 

organization matures

· Stage 1: Will take a customer based orientation similar to the existing 

agency based model today, only with central management 

· Stage 2:  The organization will operate as a hybrid of the customer and 

service orientations, with a strong focus on customer engagement and 

orientation towards delivery of core services

· Stage 3: The organization will move to even more of a service based 

model, keeping the focus on customers, but pushing delivery towards 

service management

· An IT organization can be understood according to  

nine different archetypes. Each has a different level of 

control over:

 
· IT Demand: Determines the control over budget setting, requirements 

for IT projects, and technical architecture  

· IT Supply: Determines the control over delivery (design, build, run) of IT 

services (new or existing capabilities) as demanded by users

· Currently the organization functions like a 

“Purchasing Club”, where IT has control over demand 

for certain areas, but relatively decentralized supply

· The future IT organization will operate as a 

“Centralized” archetype, with processes to manage 

demand and a centralized approach to supplying IT 

services

Organizational Orientation

Percent of IT Staff Retirement – Eligible 

by 2015
GA UT CAMI

Before consolidation

NY

Before consolidation

LA

NY

Before consolidation

Percent of Staff Augmentation Consultants 

vs. State FTEs

Training Budget per State IT Employee
Peer MedianLA 

     5%    10% 15%      20%

MAGA Peer Average LA MI

Before consolidation

   $500         $1,000           $1,500     $2,000

LA State / Industry Example Area of Strength Key Challenge

Degree of Central Control Over IT Spending

CentralizedDecentralized Federated

 MIMAMD, SC LA GA UT

IT Spend as a Percent of State Operational 

Spend

1% 2% 3%0%

LA Peer Average

CO OK

No Charge Cost Related PriceAllocation

Funding Model and Chargeback Approach

LA GA

Level of IT Procurement Maturity

8% of Peers 83% of PeersLA

IT Governance

Level of Centralization in IT Service 

Delivery Model

CentralizedDecentralized Federated

 MIMAMD, SC OKGA UTLA

Oversight/Governance Thresholds for IT 

Purchases 
NY

$500K$100K

NM MNLA

$1M

UT CO TX, VA CA

Governance Oversight and Enforcement 

Authority

Limited/No Controls Strong Controls

LA

Some Controls

MA MECO OK

ME

$50K

MI

Disaster Recovery Planning

Peer Average

No Activity Fully Practicing

LA

Considering Implementation

Price per LAN Port Access
Peer Average ($104 per port)

$100

LA (Average)

$50$0

Percent of Servers Virtualized

Data Center Floor Space Utilization 
0% 25% 50% 100%

State of LA

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

State of LAIndustry Practice

Industry Practice

75%

Level of Process Standardization/ITIL 

Implementation
Peer Average 

(57% of public sector engage in ITIL processes)

Exploring Implemented/Mature

LA

Considering Implementation

Domain Rights and Organizational Structure

UTMI

ExcellenceFoundation Established Leading

8% of Peers

Gap Analysis

Gap Analysis

Gap Analysis

Gap Analysis

Gap Analysis

ME

Performance Management

Anticipated Benefits

Metrics for Measuring Program Progress

Customer Engagement

Key Features  

  

· Structure: Dedicated customer engagement roles to build connections between IT and agencies 

· Process: Use of a structured process to drive engagement, intake, facilitation, and 
communication 

· Relationship Channels: Engage end users through multiple channels communications tools, 
surveys, and training

· Decision Rights: Support customers and facilitate decision-making through the Enterprise IT 
Service Board which provides collaborative decision-making about investments and IT direction 

· Indicators: Issue notifications and conduct analysis to keep customers informed and the 
organization on a path to continuous improvement 

Technical Architecture

Data Center Facilities 

Key Elements 

· Supports the execution of agency and enterprise strategies and realization of strategic goals

· Defines the baseline and target integrated State-wide architectures 

· Creates a strategic information asset-base with artifacts and models in each of the five domains 

· Creates the building blocks required to create agile, reusable, and secure solutions

Key Highlights

· Four delivery models—Public Cloud, Private Cloud, Managed Services and Colocation (short-
term only to enable adoption)

· Critical applications replicated between ISB and DPS with a warm/cold standby to the disaster 
recovery service

· Warm or Cold Disaster Recovery location north of 31st parallel or within the continental US in 
event of regional disaster

· Potential options include services from external providers with facilities in northern LA or out-
of-state facilities 

Network

Key Characteristics

· Network: Converged network architecture to support new consolidated environment; Offer a 
costs savings in parallel with data center consolidation; Logical zone/layer network separating 
various types of networks based on like systems

· Security: Enhanced security, risk and privacy services to maintain compliance with Federal, 
State, and local regulations while also protecting the State's assets against physical and cyber 
threats

· User Experience: Centralized authoritative security model allowing single sign-on capability 
to statewide applications; Statewide service desk supporting all agencies support needs

· Operations: Increased network support visibility; Improved network incident handling; 
Simplified and standardized network implementation for facility changes

Business processes and activities

Information to be shared through protocols, 

processes, and supporting platforms

Application solutions, design and 

standards

Technology lifecycles, standards, 

and protocols

Security requirements, policies, 

standards, and security controls

2
5

IT Consolidation Activities and Milestones

   Timeline

People, process, and technology in 

scope for IT consolidation will be 

transitioned with a similar process. The 

process includes both detailed design 

activities and repeatable transition 

activities. Detailed design activities 

delineate how and where current assets 

and people will move. All IT assets and 

staff will be moved in a modular or wave-

like fashion, helping to minimize 

disruption to ongoing operations and 

enable the State to improve the process 

and results over time.  
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Process 1

Process 2

Process 3

Process 4

Process 5

Customer 1 Customer 2 Customer 3

Segment

Segment

Segment

Segment

Segment

Segment

Future 

State

Business Unit Business UnitMixed MixedGroupGroup Level of Centralization 

of IT Supply

Captive 

Vendor

Product 

factory

Centralized

Shared core

Regulated 

Market

Split Supply

Decentralized

Purchasing 

Club

Prescriptive 

Buyer

Mixed

Future IT Environment

20K+printers of 

various types 

16K% workforce are staff-

augmentation consultants

16K IT 

contracts

25% IT staff eligible to 

retire today

1,400+ agency 

applications

36K+ desktops and 

laptops of various types
5+ Data Centers 1800+ Physical Servers

31+ IT Help 

Desks

   10%               20%            30%                  40%

Recruiting and 

Hiring
Training

Performance 

Management 

and Rewards

Career Paths 

and 

Deployment

IT Human Capital 

Management Plan

Relationship Channels

 Structured program of relationship 

actions focused on

– Agency interfaces

– Operations

– Problem resolution

– Training

– Communications

Indicators

Monitoring

 Agency strategy and portfolio

 Objectives, indicators, service 

demand, and goals

 Service levels

Customer Engagement

Structure

Organization, Systems

and Capabilities

 Macro Functions

 Resources 

 Infrastructure

Process

Activities, Roles
and Responsibilities

 Key processes based on an 
ITIL framework

 Demand Management
 Processes supporting 

decisions

Decision Rights

Management and Control

 Management Rights: Inform, 

Decide and Notify

 Control Rights: Ratify and 

Sanction

Standard and Collaborative 

Technology Purchases

Unified Organization 

and Operating Model

IT Governance Converged Network

Consolidated Data 

Centers

Industry Standard 

Processes 

Unified End-User Support

Enterprise Architecture

Enterprise Architecture Maturity

Peer Average 

No Activity Fully Practicing

LA

Considering Implementation

Central IT Project and Portfolio 

Management Function Maturity
Peer Average 

(48% of public sector engage in project mgmt.)

No Activity Fully Practicing

LA

Considering Implementation
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Internet

Internet

1% of Peers

Cost per Statewide Email Mailbox
$5 $7 $10 $20

Google

$15

Office 365UT MELAMA

Manage 
Customer 
Relationships

Plan

Build

Transition

Manage 
and 
Control

Manage 
Vendor 

Relationships

Run

Detailed Design Repeatable Activities for Transition Waves

Step 2:

Model future 

state  

Step 1: 

Finalize  detailed 

analysis of 

current  state Step 3:

Identify gaps

Step 5:

Communicate 

changes

Step 9: 

Conduct 

continuous 

improvement

Step 4:

Develop 

wave 

transitions

Step 10: 

Document lessons 

learned and review 

needs for next 

wave

Step 8: 

Stabilize 

environment 

Step 6:

Ready 

receiving 

location 

Step 7: 

Conduct 

transition

· Reduced and optimized 

IT spend per unit

· Duplicate IT systems 

consolidated

· Purchasing power 

improved by combining 

procurements · Improved ability to align IT 

resources with State priorities 

· Improved reliability of IT 

services

· Industry-standard delivery of 

IT services
· Greater data sharing to reduce 

costs and improve services

· Reduced dependence on 

redundant and duplicative 

systems and processes

· Strategic allocation of scarce 

human and financial resources

 Efficiency  Effectiveness

 Resource 

Sharing

UTME KS

IT Governance Model

Efficiency Effectiveness Resource Sharing

IT Governance
Amount of duplicate spending 

prevented by effective 

oversight (cost avoided)

% compliance with enterprise 

wide standards

% of projects evaluated as part 

of portfolio management 

process

IT Finance
% of IT spend under central 

management

% of IT spending supported by 

category management

% of IT spend invested in 

enterprise-level shared 

contracts

Human Capital 

Management
Spend on training per staff 

member
% of staff trained on ITIL

% of IT workforce that are staff-

augmentation consultants

Data Center 

Consolidation
Average hosting cost per server 

instance

Cost per square foot of data 

center floor space

% of server instances located in 

a LA centralized data center or 

hosted by a cloud service

WAN Connectivity Cost per WAN circuit      

% of circuits terminating at one 

of the State’s 5 points of 

presence                

% decrease in point to point 

circuits currently bypassing the 

WAN backbone

IT Help Desk 

Consolidation
Average cost per incident Number of tickets per agent Number of Level 1 help desks

Printer     

Rationalization
Maintenance cost per printer

Number of different printer 

types in use in the State
Number of printers per user

Mainframe 

Consolidation
Cost per MIPS

Results against application 

performance indicators
Number of mainframes

Month

1. Implement IT Governance

Revise enabling statutes for OIT, OTM and agency IT organizations

Revise policies and procedures to support consolidated IT

Build out governance structure and finalize charter for each board

Identify resources and finalize roles and responsibilities for each board

Roll out governance boards

Identify initial enterprise technology strategy and  technology standards

Implement portfolio management

Implement portfolio-driven strategic planning (coordinate w/ fiscal cycle)

Conduct ongoing IT governance

2. Implement IT Talent Strategy
Implement staff transitioning

Select staff for administrative consolidation

Conduct agency discussions for any adjustments to staff selection

Define and confirm HR supports

Conduct staff transfer for consolidation 

Analyze staff and organization (includes staff skills inventory and organizational 

readiness assessment)

Model future state (IT staffing model,  service groups detailed design)

Identify training necessary for transition plan and retooling strategy for staff 

Train staff on new roles, responsibilities and organization

Develop staffing plans and wave transitions

Communicate with agency leadership, HR and Civil Service to notify of staff 

changes

Update staffing plans as needed

Complete staff transition plans

Retitle transitioning staff; develop ladders for new roles (as necessary)

Implement staff transitions and roll out service groups

3. Technology
Conduct and analyze asset inventory

Gather IT asset inventory

Identify asset discovery tool (as part of the CMDB)

Populate CMDB and implement CMDB processes

Design infrastructure services (as necessary)

Conduct pilot consolidations (application and network)

Rationalize applications

Understand business strategy

Assess current application portfolio

Define future application portfolio

Develop future application roadmap

Consolidate data center facilities

Develop detailed facilities build-out plans

Wave 1 Data Center Migration (DWF, DOTD, OGB)

Wave 1 Cloud Migration

Wave 2 Migration (Veterans Affairs, LWC)

Wave 3 Migration (DRU, DHH)

Roll out technology, architecture and innovation approach

Define IT strategy 

Define technology portfolio

Plan and develop roadmap for future (target) state architecture

Prioritize projects to help drive IT forward and improve outcomes

Support concept and business case development

Establish standards and governance

Provide solution architecture guidance and oversight

Gather reference architectures and reusable assets

4. Implement Service Excellence
Design IT services

Implement service-oriented model

Implement service management tools

5. Conduct Program Management
Establish framework for ePMO to oversee IT Transformation Project

Form ePMO team

Train ePMO team on standards and processes

Establish IT Consolidation Communications Office

Develop IT Consolidation communication tools

Communicate ongoing updates to services catalog, wins, service disruptions and 

key messages to staff

7. Implement IT Finance Model
Plan for consolidation of IT funds and define interim funding approach

Review agency spending to define consolidation targets

Review all agency contracts and expenditures and determine which will transition to 

central, remain with the agencies or get canceled

Identify fiscal year renewals for OIT entry

Conduct administrative consolidation of IT funds (IAT) 

Update SWICAP and CAFR (as necessary)

Develop a standardized budgeting process 

Enhance and mature IT funding model (as appropriate)

Begin to implement sourcing and procurement strategy (concurrent with standards 

setting)

Evaluate provider options

8. Implement Human Capital Management Plan
Implement training strategy

Implement recruiting and hiring strategy

Implement career path and deployment strategy

Implement performance management and rewards strategy

1 248 2318 19 20 21 2213 14

Phase 1-Administrative Consolidation Stage 2-Detailed Design

162 3 4 75 6 9 15

Stage 3-Implementation

30 31 32 33

6. Conduct Communications

25 26 27 28

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun JulJan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

29

Dec Jan Feb Mar AprAug Sep Oct Nov

10 11 12 17

Oct NovMay Jun Jul Aug Sep

Roles & 

Responsibilities

Decision Rights

Organization 

Structure

Funding

Metrics

Capabilities

Channels

Interactions

Technology

Geography

Sourcing

Clients
Services

Clients

What entities does the IT organization provide 

services to?

Organization Structure

What does the IT organization structure look 

like?

What macro level services does IT provide to 

the organization as a whole? What services 

will IT not provide?

Funding

How will IT be funded? Is this consistent across 

all services and clients? What happens with 

over/under funding?

Channels

What channels do clients interact with to obtain 

the defined services?

Metrics

What metrics need to be measured and 

reported on to manage the IT organization 

delivering its required services?

Capabilities

What capabilities does IT need to have in order 

to provide its services?

Sourcing

How will capabilities be provided: in house, 

vendor, hybrid?

Interactions

How do the capabilities interact to deliver the 

services?

Technology

What underlying technologies are required to 

deliver the capabilities/services?

Geography

What services are provided in which locations?

Roles and Responsibilities

What are the specific roles and responsibilities 

that support executing the operating model?

Decision Rights

Services

What authorities/controls are distributed 

throughout the organization?

Enterprise IT 
Governance

Excellence in IT Service 
Delivery

Cohesive IT Financial 
Management

Streamlined 
Infrastructure and 

Applications

Unified IT Staff

Louisiana 
Technology 

Services
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